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Editor Note
We are happy to the present the Volume 10 issue 73 of the Asian 
Journal of Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences wherein we 
have unconfined excellence and prototypical works inside all 
the applicable chastisements in biomedical and pharmaceutical 
sciences. The articles in this Issue deliberate numerous 
characteristics of the Present tendencies in Asian Journal of 
Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences. Asian Journal of 
Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences is helmed with specialists 
everywhere the world as Editors. Asian Journal of Biomedical 
and Pharmaceutical Sciences has established and stimulated 
investigation into the relatives among biology and medical 
sciences. Our journal privileges high standing in considerate and 
fast-tracking numerous articles in biomedical sciences and several 
other related topics as well. Making an allowance for the position 
of human healthiness in the present consequence and numerous 
alternative medicinal and scientific issues related with it, the 
major courtesy in the direction of biomedical and pharmaceutical 
sciences all over the world is of excessive consequence. Thus, by 
declaring the obligation of a mutual and supplemented evidence 
division stage, Asian journal of biomedical and pharmaceutical 
sciences has been allocation persons with Excellence data in all 
field of Biology and Medical Sciences Widely read by theoretical 
and applied scholars, physicians, clinicians, faculty and experts, the 
journal prints articles of a applied or theoretical nature that effort to 
development our sympathetic of the Biomedical and Pharmaceutical 
Sciences. The main apprehension of the Journal has always been 
on two things i.e., quality and nature of submission. These aspects 
are utmost important and are the deciding factors for the quality of 

the Journal. As an Editor, I always encourage publication which 
follows a certain set of philosophies. The paper submitted have to 
be original, the methodical rigour, the innovation in articles and 
also the range of simplicity in lettering are the significant standards 
in the peerreview process. With this note I inspire and request all 
the New researchers out here, experts as well as PhD scholars to get 
out their original detail conclusions in numerous disciplines such 
as, Virology, Medicine, Biotechnology, Biochemistry, Genomics, 
Immunology, Haematology, Forensic fields, Toxicology, Pharmacy, 
Chemistry, Cancer studies, Clinical Trials, Oncology, General 
health, etc. I take this chance to spread my soul full thankfulness 
to the Editorial Board as well the Commentators whose marvelous 
involvement and sustenance has complete the Journal to reach its 
elevations. I am extremely obligated to the Reviewers of journal 
for their spectacular sustenance. Their determined exertion cannot 
be undervalued. Rare facts about the Journal that you might be 
involved in: The Journal welcomes the novel Editorial Board. The 
reversal time from submission to acceptance has been decreased to 
21 days to 14 days. One of my goals is to reduce the time expended 
from the day the article is submitted and printed so the Journal has 
functioned to rapidity up the period it takes by the well-known 
commentators to report back and likewise the interval occupied 
by the writers to address the Review observations. I am also eager 
to announce that the quantity of reviewers allotted to review a 
precise article has been amplified to three and I optimism to endure 
this number in 2020 and beyond. In the year 2020 the Journal 
desired to emphasis on Public Networking sites such as Twitter, 
LinkedIn, Whatsapp for comfort in statement and also to platform 
the manuscript printed in Journal on these stages in command to 
achievement and grasp extreme quantity of certifications.
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